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A. The Life and Work of an Early Experimentalist
Paul Raymond Stevenson was born in Cedar Rapids, Iowa in 1886, and received a
master’s degree in education and psychology from the University of Cincinnati in 1914.
After teaching mathematics and science for several years, he enrolled in the doctoral
program at Teachers College, Columbia University in 1919. Though my efforts to
acquire Stevenson’s transcript have been unsuccessful, it is highly likely that he studied
experimental methods with William McCall during his time at Columbia. Stevenson
cites McCall in his dissertation as the source for his methodology, and McCall’s book on
experimental methods includes a reference to Stevenson’s work as an example of his
ideas put to good use.
It seems that Teachers College also provided Stevenson with the connection that
would allow him to put his training into practice. In 1920, he was hired as a research
assistant to B.R. Buckingham, a Teachers College alumnus who served for many years as
the chief statistician for the New York City School System. Buckingham had, like
William McCall, also worked extensively on the standardized measurement of student
achievement.

In 1918, Buckingham had taken a professorship at the University of

Illinois, and struck an agreement with the Chicago Public Schools to undertake an
experimental evaluation of class size. Upon his arrival in Chicago, Stevenson was placed
in charge of the study, which became the subject of his doctoral dissertation (awarded by
Teachers College in 1925) and led to two widely cited publications (Stevenson 1922,
1923).
In 1922, Stevenson followed Buckingham to Ohio State University and continued
his research on class size. A solicitation for the participation of schools—published in
the inaugural issue of the Bulletin of the Ohio State Bureau of Education Research—
provides a clear exposition of his method. Participating schools would “(1) select two or
more classes in a given subject which can be taught by one teacher; (2) give intelligence
tests to the pupils; (3) divide the pupils into large and small sections so that the average
and variability of the intelligence of the sections will be approximately the same; (4) have
one teacher teach both a large and a small section; (5) measure the relative efficiency of

the large and small sections by means of standardized tests and school examinations.”
These additional experiments led to two more publications (Stevenson (1925a, 1925b)).
In 1926, Stevenson joined a group of researchers supported by the National
Association of Secondary School Principals for the purpose of studying class size on a
large scale. However, Stevenson died of a sudden illness in January of 1927, and the new
field experiments that were planned with this group (as reported in the NASSP Bulletin,
March 1926) seem to have never been completed.
My analysis of Stevenson’s experiments in elementary schools uses data on
average test score gains at the classroom-semester cell level. These experiments included
students in grades two, five, and seven, and students were tested in multiple subjects. For
simplicity and power, I pool data across subjects and grades. Because the dependent
variable is a classroom average, one might also weight the regression by the number of
students that were not rotated during the year, but this has a negligible impact on the
results and I present un-weighted estimates. Note that using classroom level gains as the
dependent variable might overstate the benefits of a smaller class. If the positive effect of
a small class (or the negative effect of a large class) fades out over the following
semester, then measuring second semester gains using achievement at the end of the first
semester as a baseline will tend to overstate these effects. Unfortunately, Stevenson does
not report other measures of achievement by classroom-semester.
The coefficient estimate quoted in the main text is displayed in Column 1 of Table
A1 (0.010 with a standard error of 0.055) is quoted in the main text. In Column 2, I add
fixed effects for each study-semester-grade-subject cell to control for differences across
tests, time effects, etc. Note that, given Stevenson’s experimental design, the indicator
for large class and these fixed effects should be orthogonal. In practice, Stevenson’s
tables are missing data for a few class-subject cells, producing a correlation of -.0026
between the large class indicator and semester. Regardless, the point estimate remains
essentially the same (0.009) and the standard error falls to 0.046 standard deviations. In
Column 3, I add teacher fixed effects to the specification. Again, due to Stevenson’s
rotation method, each teacher provides instruction to both a small and large class, so that
correlation between the large class indicator and teaching quality is ruled out by design.
The point estimate is therefore identical, and the standard error falls slightly to 0.044.

The difference in size between large and small classes taught by the same teacher
varied within Stevenson’s sample. I therefore also report results that use class size as a
covariate instead of a large class indicator. Because Stevenson’s empirical design does
not force all large and small classes to be of the same size, there may be correlation
between class size and other factors, making the additional fixed effects potentially more
useful. To make the coefficients more easily interpretable, I express class size in units of
10. The results without controls (Column 4) indicate that an increase of 10 students was
positively related to test score growth, with a coefficient of 0.017 standard deviations and
a standard error of 0.029. The additional controls (Column 5) change things slightly,
moving the coefficient and standard error to 0.018 and 0.027, respectively.

Table A1
Effects of Class Size in Elementary School, Data from Stevenson (1923, 1925a)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Large Class
0.010
0.009
0.009
(0.055)
(0.046)
(0.045)
Class Size
R2
Fixed effects included:
Study-Subject-Grade-Semester
Teacher/Classroom

0.00

0.35

0.46






0.017
(0.029)

0.018
(0.027)

0.00

0.46



Note: The unit of observation is classroom level average test score gain in a semester, and each regression
has 774 observations. Subjects include arithmetic, reading comprehension, reading rate, language arts,
spelling, grammar, and analysis. Second graders were not given a test of language in Stevenson (1923) and
were not given a test of reading comprehension in Stevenson (1925a), fifth and seventh graders were not
tested in spelling in Stevenson (1923). Across both studies, there are 32, 26, and 20 classes in, respectively,
the second, fifth and seventh grades.
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